Digital Health

Through a depth and breadth of experience, Sheppard Mullin’s Digital Health team understands the different
aspects and considerations of a company’s life cycle. We address a company’s digital health needs as a multidisciplinary team, considering obstacles and opportunities holistically through the collaboration of our
corporate, intellectual property, healthcare regulatory, privacy and cybersecurity, and business litigation
attorneys. We understand the application of cutting edge technologies to the digital health industry including
artificial intelligence, telehealth, blockchain, wearables, and digital therapies. Our experience provides us with a
unique perspective and understanding of digital health clients to operate, compete, and prosper in the highly
competitive healthcare industry.Asking questions such as:

■

How do we incorporate and license across states?

■

How do we protect and capitalize on our inventions?

■

What modality can we use to provide our services?

■

How do we use AI to improve our services and make clinical decisions?

■

Do we need federal or state approval for my product or service?

■

How do we use collected data for diagnostic purposes?

■

How do we collect, use, and share patient information for various uses?

■

How do we prepare for cyberattacks and respond if we face a threat actor?

■

How do we collect payment and pay our stakeholders?

Experience
■

Represented Cigna Corporation’s Evernorth in its acquisition of 24/7 virtual care platform MDLive for over 1
billion dollars. The Sheppard Mullin team advised in the areas of healthcare compliance, privacy and security,
fraud and abuse, telehealth, managed care, health plans, FDA compliance, and licensure.

■

Served as regulatory counsel to Alkuri Global Acquisition Corp. (NASDAQ: KURI), a special purpose
acquisition company, in its definitive merger agreement with Babylon Holdings Limited., a world leading,
digital-first value-based care company, for approximately $4.2 billion. The Sheppard Mullin team advised in
the areas of healthcare compliance, fraud and abuse, telehealth, managed care, health plans, FDA
compliance, artificial intelligence and licensure.

■

Advised Kaleido Health Solutions, Inc., an affiliate of the best known national healthcare “safety net” provider
for women, in connection with the structuring and implementing an innovative telemedicine services
platform on a full-scale national basis. Our advice involved developing a corporate and governance structure
that effectively addresses the interests of the client’s many constituencies and an organizational and
operational structure that navigates compliance with the laws of all 50 states.
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■

Served as primary healthcare and commercial counsel to Medal, Inc., a biomedical Natural Language
Processing technology company, throughout their growth from an angel back startup to their ultimate
acquisition by Ciox Health.

■

Represented General Atlantic as healthcare regulatory counsel in its strategic investment into CareMetx
Healthcare in 2021, a leading technology-enabled hub services company improving patient access to
specialty medication.

■

Advised Verantos, a real world evidence data analytics company on technology, intellectual property, labor
and employment matters as well as commercial contracting opportunities with healthcare providers and
pharmaceutical manufacturers.

■

Represented Martin Luther King, Jr. – Los Angeles Healthcare Corporation, a Los Angeles acute hospital, in
the negotiation of significant healthcare information technology contracts, including its purchase and
implementation of Cerner’s EHR platform.

■

Advised an AI-powered and telehealth-enabled healthcare company focusing on untreated behavioral health
and chronic conditions on all privacy and cybersecurity considerations, including GDPR, CCPA, HIPAA, and
related state laws.

■

Advised multiple healthcare providers on investigation and response to data breaches, including related state
and federal inquiries.

■

Advised start up diagnostic company on launch of AI-driven medical image software, including premarket
regulatory strategies and submissions to FDA.

■

Advised large software company on premarket and postmarket considerations for launch of digital health
fitness products.
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